Lenzie Community Council
minutes of meeting held on Wednesday 15th August 2018
in Dean House
ACTION
This meeting was mostly taken up with final discussion of Gala matters, in
preparation for the Gala three days later.
1.0

ATTENDANCE

1.1

Tom Gray; Tony Miles; Rosemary Craig; Mark Billington; Suzanne Smith;
Paul King; Lyndsey Saunders; Christine Morrison; Gayle McNeill

2.0

APOLOGIES
John McFadden; Callum Dewar; Sandra Thornton; Drena O'Malley; Rod
Ackland;

3.0

MINUTES OF 20TH JUNE 2018 MEETING
Acceptance of these minutes was proposed by Suzanne Smith, seconded
by Rosemary Craig.

4.0

MATTERS ARISING

4.1

Adopt-a-Station – It was concluded that the previous proposal for
dealing with this was not viable and that an alternative offer that had been
made would be explored.

4.2

Community Council boundaries – The houses not included in the
survey had not as yet been canvassed for thei householders opinions and
an approach will be made to EDC about boundaries when this step has
been completed.

5.0

TREASURER'S REPORT

5.1

The Treasurer noted that various items of income and expenditure relative
to the Gala had still to be included in the accounts but LCC had around
£7,600 in reserves before the Gala event.

6.0

GALA EXPENDITURE
Most items of proposed Gala expenditure had been approved at previous
meetings, but the question of bunting erection along the procession route
on Kirkintilloch Road had not been resolved at that stage. Most of the
bunting used previously was not now serviceable and a source of supply
for 400m bunting had been identified at a cost of £203 (including 180m
spare and a storage box). It had not been possible for EDC Lighting to
erect this for us on this occasion and the best of four quotations from
private contractors was priced at £522. It was agreed to go ahead with
this provision.

7.0

PLANNING

7.1

Weekly list – Notification of five Planning Applications had been made
since the last meeting and a summary circulated to members. it was
agreed that, with two exceptions these were not contentious in terms of
Community Council discussion.

TG

RA & TG

TG
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7.2

7.3

Former Lenzie Primary Conversion – A summary of this proposal
had been circulated to members and it had been agreed in
correspondence that LCC should support this proposal but there were
some aspects that deserved comment. The final sumission to Planning
on this proposal would be circulated.
TP/ED/18/0339
(Amendment
to
TP/ED/16/0176)
Representations concerning this proposal had been emailed to the
Secretary by a neighbour of the proposer. The neighbour had also
submitted these objections to the Planning Department. The objections
were made on various grounds, which seemed to be well-founded, but
LCC concluded that the issues should be entirely within the scope of EDC
Planning to resolve and decide, without input from LCC. It was agreed to
notify EDC Planning of this view.

8.0

EVENTS - GALA

8.1

Various aspects of the forthcoming Gala were discussed.

9.0

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

9.1

The next meeting will be held on 19th September in Dean House

TG

TG

AM

All
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